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Abstract
In this paper a system for the prediction of tractor static stability is presented, in
order to determine the stability angles of agricultural tractors. Experiments are
performed in an adjustable testing - bench structure. Knowledge of stability
situations allows the safety movement of agricultural tractors both on sloping and
rough grounds. It’s well known that these situations cause mechanical damages and
a lot of accidents which are frequently fatal. The determination of allowed grade
angles is achieved with sequential tests using the adjustable testing - bench structure,
which is able to record any reactions through special weighing units. Through the
measurements of these reactions are determined the exact position of the tractors
center of gravity and the allowable movement angles for stable route towards all
directions.
Keywords: Safety-stability-overturning of tractors, forestalling accidents, grade
angles.
Introduction
Farm tractors are involved in most of the farm machinery accidents. A large number
of fatal accidents, due to the overturning of agricultural tractors, occur every year.
Most of the times, these accidents are caused by the loss of stability and control
while working on slopy and rough ground. The loss of stability and control are the
two principal factors contributing to the overturning of agricultural tractors, while
working on inclined ground (Gialamas et al., 2003; Gialamas et al., 2005; Hunter,
1981a; Hunter, 1981b; Hunter and Owen, 1983; Spencer and Crolla, 1984;
Tsatsarelis, 1997). Other factors leading to accidents are: the type of ground where
the tractor is working on, the equipment used and the loads carried (Hunter, 1981a).
A loss of stability is caused when the reactions of the wheels change due to
inclination or to direction changes (Kim et al., 1990; Spencer, 1982a). Control loss
may be caused by inadequate road-holding, worn tires, and crop residues (Kim et al.,
1990). Crolla and Spenser (1984) have applied a mathematical model to predict the
overturning course of the tractor. By comparing their results with those of other
experiments in the movement of a remote-controlled tractor, they found out that it is
possible to compare the experimental and the real results during their project. A
mathematical model was developed by them, to examine the behavior of biaxial
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tractors during accidents caused by sideway overturning on slopes (Spencer, 1982b).
Kim et al. (1990) studied the lateral stability of tractors simulating the movement on
a computer, and made some conclusions on the determination of stability angles,
considering the handling of the tractor in connection with the terrain characteristics.
From the surveys presented, it seems that the direction followed by the researchers,
is to create safe patterns, in order to be able to predict the state of stable or unstable
equilibrium in the movement of agricultural tractors. The scope of this paper is the
determination of the stability angles for different agricultural tractors. This is
achieved using an experimental adjustable testing - bench structure. By the
appropriate measurements, the exact position of the tractors center of gravity are
determined as well as the allowable movement angles for stable route towards all
directions.
Methods and Materials
The adjustable testing - bench structure has been constructed in the laboratories of
the Department of Agricultural Machines and Irrigation, Technological Education
Institute (TEI) of Larissa. The testing-bench was able to change the tractor’s placed
on it inclination, towards all directions, e.g., for upward, downward, right and left
transverse course. It consisted of a robust metal structure, on which the under-testing
tractor was mounted. The weigh pads had a dimension change option for
experiments with agricultural tractors with various wheel widths (ranging from
1.10m to 1.90m), and various wheelbase (ranging from 1.90m to 2.90m). At the
weigh pads automated electronic weighing units were installed, connected to an
appropriate data acquisition system. The weighing units were properly adjusted to
metal bases, where high resistance hydraulic cylinders with adequate lifting capacity
were installed. During the tests, all the changes in the loads of all four wheels were
recorded. The agricultural tractor passing by an inclined plane (ramp) was mounted
on the top of the adjustable testing - bench structure, moving on the specially
designed steel plates and was directed to the suitable position for the test execution.
The change in the tractor inclination both along the longitudinal and the transverse
axles was achieved through the independent change in the height of the four
hydraulic cylinders. The hydraulic cylinders were single-action, telescopic cylinders,
0.75m in maximum stroke and 10,000kg in lifting capacity. At every position, there
was a new recording of the load of each wheel. Through a computation program the
three planes B, C, and H were formed, where B was a vertical plane perpendicular to
the tractor’s direction, H was the horizontal plane and C was a plane perpendicular
to B and H planes. The intersection of these three planes was the tractor’s centre of
gravity, which determined the maximum allowable inclinations. Thus, for the
movement of the tractor on a ground with variable inclination towards all directions,
it was possible to predict the state of stable or unstable equilibrium.
Tractor Characteristic Computation
The estimation of the tractor’s allowable angles on a preset slope was done using the
weigh-pads of the testing-bench to measure the weight transfer. The total tractor
weight G, the weight distribution to the front (GF) and to the rear (GR) axles, and the
distribution to the left (GΑ) and right (GR) sides of the tractor can be estimated. The
tractor’s technical features were given by the manufacturer (or they can be
measured). For example the wheelbase (L), the front axle mean width (WF), the rear
axle mean width WR, the front (DF) and the rear wheel (DR) diameters , the ground
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clearance (F) etc. Figure 1 illustrates the tractor’s weight distribution to its wheel as
well as the reactions of the front (RE) and of the rear axles (RR) and of the left and of
the right tractor’s sides.
Let GRR be the weight to the right rear wheel, let GLR be the weight to the left real
wheel, and let GRF and GLF be the weight to the right and to the left front wheels.
The follow can be calculated
a) The distance b between the Β plane and the rear axle.
b) The distance h between the Η plane and the ground.
c) The distance c between the C plane and the longitudinal plane of symmetry
(L.P.S.).
In case where GRR = GLR as well as GRF = GLF , the weight distribution to the left and
the right sides of the tractor were uniform and so the centre of gravity was on the
L.P.S. and consequently c = 0. In case where GRF ≠ GLF or GRR ≠ GLR then c ≠ 0 .

Figure 1. Weight’s transfer to the tractor’s wheels, to the tractor’s axles and to the
tractor’s left and right sides.
Distance b
Figure 2 illustrates schematically the distance b. Let RR and RF be the reactions of
the gravity force at the rear and the front tractor axles. These reactions are given by
RR = GRR + GLR and RF = GRF + GLF. In case where GRR = GLR and GRF = GLF, the
axles’ reactions RR and RF (figure 2) would be at the middle of the wheels’ breadth
on the (L.P.S.).
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Figure 2. The b distance
This means that for tractor’s lateral movement in slope terrains, the allowable angles
will be equal for both sides. From the fact that complete equilibrium requires a zero
moment sum equation (1) is obtained:

RF L − Gb = 0 ⇒ b =

RF L
RF + RR

(1)

Distance c
In case where the transfer of the tractor weight is not uniformly distributed to the
wheels (e.g. GRR ≠ GLR and GRF ≠ GLF ) the tractor’s centre of gravity will not
lie on the L.P.S., but it will beoffset to the left or to the right side.
Let δ be the distance between the right rear wheel tangent point with the ground and
the tractor’s L.P.S. (Figure 3). Let ε be the distance between the right front wheel
tangent point with the ground and the tractor’s L.P.S. (Figure 3). From the moment
equations:

δ = GLR

BR
B
and ε = GLF F
RR
RF

(2)

The straight line that joints the vertices of the sections δ and ε, intersects the rear and
the front axles at the points A and Z (figure 5). Let D the point of the centre of
gravity. From the triangular equations:

( DE ) = ( AD) sin ϕ =

where:

R L2 + (δ − ε ) 2
RF ( AZ )
sin ϕ = F
sin ϕ
RF + RR
RF + RR

⎛δ −ε ⎞
⎟
⎝ L ⎠

ϕ = tan −1 ⎜

and the distance c will be:
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⎛Β
⎞
⎛Β
⎞ Rf
c= ⎜ Π − δ ⎟+ ( DE )= ⎜ Π − δ ⎟+
⎝ 2
⎠
⎝ 2
⎠

L2 + ( δ − ε ) 2
R f + Rr

sin φ

(4)

Figure 3. The c distance
Distance h
The horizontal plane H is determined by the distance h from the ground level
(Figures 4, 5). This distance depends on the tires’ dimensions, the weight transfer to
the front and to rear wheels, and the slope’s gradient. The mathematical equation is
given below:

h = ΟΕ + Γ∆ = rR +

b cos ω − ΟΑ
sin ω

where rR the radius of the rear wheel and ω is the slope inclination.
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Figure 4. The tractor on the testing-bench in uphill inclination.

Figure 5. The tractor on the testing-bench in downhill inclination.
Maximum permitted velocity
The maximum permitted velocity in turnings is computed by the following
equations:

v=

Fc gR
G

(6)

where Fc is the centrifugal force [Ν], v is the tractor’s velocity [m/s], R is the turning
radius [m], G the tractor’s weight [N], g is the acceleration of gravity [m/s2] (Figure
6)

Figure 6. Applied forces to the tractor (a) during right turning, (b) in case of caring
sprayer
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Results
The testing-bench was used for the evaluation of the stability of two tractors models.
An International 453 and a Renault 361. In addition the Renault 361was tested
caring a sprayer (Figure 6b). The results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of tests with tractors.

Parameter
Tractor width (front minimum)
Tractor width (rear minimum)
Wheelbase
Rear wheel radius
Front wheel radius
Rear wheel width
Front wheel width
Right front wheel weight
Left front wheel weight
Right rear wheel weight
Left rear wheel weight
Tractor’s weight
Rear axle weight transfer
Front axle weight transfer
Left side weight transfer
Right side weight transfer
b distance
c distance
h distance
Wheels 1,4 weight transfer
Wheels 2,3 weight transfer
Rear axle weight transfer on slope
Front axle weight transfer on slope
Inclination
Uphill grade angle
Downhill grade angle
Right transversal grade angle
Left transversal grade angle
Right turn (9 m) maximum velocity
Left turn (9 m) maximum velocity

Units

Internat
ional
453

Renault
361

Renault
361
w/sprayer

WF ( m)
WR ( m)
L (m)
rR ( m)
rF ( m)
wR (m)
wF (m)
GRF (Kg)
GLF (Kg)
GRR (Kg)
GLR (Kg)
G (Kg)
RR (Kg)
RF (Kg)
(Kg)
(Kg)
(m)
(m)
(m)
R1,4 (Kg)
R2,3 (Kg)
(Kg)
(Kg)
ω (deg)
U ( deg)
D (deg)
TR (deg)
TL (deg)
vRmax (m/s2)
VLmax (m/s2)

1.42
1.43
1.93
0.653
0.344
0.35
0.155
390
340
600
680
2070
1340
730
1020
1050
0.6806
0.0103
1.051
1070
1000
590
1480
20.37
32.95
52.04
35.19
35.9
27.68
28.12

1.35
1.5
1.98
0.605
0.343
0.3
0.15
310
290
590
580
1770
1170
600
870
900
0.6712
0.0127
0.835
890
880
570
1200
17.17
38.8
57.5
41.5
42.4
31.79
32.33

1.35
1.5
1.98
0.605
0.343
0.3
0.15
240
260
710
700
1910
1410
500
960
950
0.512
-0.0039
1.112
890
880
1500
410
12
24.72
52.85
37
33.86
29.22
27.86

Conclusions
In this paper a testing-bench was used in order to determine the stability angles of
agricultural tractors. Specifically the testing-bench computations make simpler the
estimation of the followings:
1. The tractor stability when it moves in slope terrains (uphill-downhill and side
inclinations).
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2. The tractor stability in all previous situations when the tractor carries
implements.
3. The maximum allowable tractor velocity during turnings.
The evaluation of tractor stability by the use of the testing-bench is necessary to
avoid overturning situations which cause accidents leading to injuries and
mechanical damages.
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